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FROM OUR READERS

Letter to President Ford

II -II:A

Magazine

I am a California lawyer who lived in South

Vietnam for over 5 years. I learned during that time

to respect the courage of the Vietnamese people,

their leaders, and their soldiers.

Now they are again trying to defend their cities

against vicious enemy attacks. They are worthy of

our country's help. I ask you Mr. President to send

as much supplies as soon as you can so that the Viet

namese can continue to resist the enemy's attempted

takeover of cities and provinces.
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Letter to U.S. Congressmen

We South . Vietnamese seek no radical departure

from proverbial American sense of justice and fair

play. As Communist hordes threaten to engulf our

very existence with their continuing and relentless

attacks against our district towns, provincial capitals,

we must perforce turn to our staunchest of allies

for the means to stem their military actions and thus

foil their scheme of hegemony not only in the Re

public of Vietnam but also in the whole of Indochina.

In Cambodia, the Khmer Rouge are knocking

on the gates of Phnom Penh. In Laos, a coalition

government is threatened by internal subversion

by Communists patently acting under the aegis of

Hanoi. Peace agreements which the Communists

signed notwithstanding, hostilities and human suffer

ing continue unabated in South Vietnam and Cam

bodia as a result of the Communist dream of a take

over by force or whatever means.

As you members of the U.S. Congress tour South

Vietnam and Cambodia to determine the real situa

tion and further military aid needs of these two

countries in line with President Ford's request to

that effect, we pray that the malevolent red dream

of forceful takeover arouse your conscience to revolt

over its very evil ends.

The propaganda of the Communists and their

instruments thrust against further military aid

against South Vietnam and Cambodia on the basis

of their personal objections to President Nguyen Van

Thieu of the Republic of Vietnam and President Lon

Nol of the Khmer Republic.

Would it be inappropriate to remind you that

any further aid within your power to grant cannot
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Vietnam Magazine lensman Ha Hue Hai told this Viet
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FROM OUR PRESIDENT

by any stretch of the imagination be for the personal

benefit of these two Presidents but to insure against

the fall into Communist hands of two nations resist

ing all these years against them ?

What is involved is a matter of survival of

peoples bent on the free way of life as against totali

tarian existence. We are in the struggle against

repression and brutality because we do not subscribe

to that concept which is convinced that conquest is

the only way to win an ideological battle.

We seek no territory , we have not set foot on

enemy soil . We are for peace, but we shall fight to

keep what is ours and more, keep our people free .

Let American understanding and good will

prevail!

NGUYEN VAN TRUC

Saigon , Republic of Vietnam

Would you be willing to be a Patron ?

Your support will assist the Vietnam Council

on Foreign Relations in attaining its various

objectives, including the publication of Viet

nam Magazine.

If you decide to participate as a Grand

Patron or an Honor Patron you will receive a

special scroll, as well as be included in our

Honor Roll. To be an Honor Patron a mini

mum payment of US$850.00 (or equivalent) is

required ; to be a Grand Patron a minimum

payment of US$425.00 (or equivalent) is

required.

If you would like to learn more about our

activities , we indeed would be pleased to hear

from you .
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From the union

of a son of thea

Dragon Race and

a daughter of

the Race of the

Immortals, 100

sons came and

thus a dynasty

Vietnamese in traditional garb at rites marking Hung Vuong anniversary.

FOUNDING ANCESTORS

THE HUNG VUONG KINGS

By THIEN LUONGOn the 10th day of the third

month of every Lunar New Year ,

the Vietnamese celebrate the an

niversary of their founding an

cestors , the Hung Vuong kings.

At Tao Dan park in the center

of Saigon , a ceremony usually pre

sided over by the President of the

Republic of Vietnarn is held . To

give an idea of the importance of

the anniversary rites, a little of

Vietnamese history or prehistoric

days is necessary .

Like the history of any country

of an old civilization , the history

of Vietnam began in ancient times,

among the mist of myths and

legends. Written documents came

only much later inasmuch as many

recorded information on Vietnam

were destroyed in the course of the

many invasions of the country by

foreign troops.

Relying on oral traditions, put in

writing no sooner than the 12th

Century A.D., we learn that the

1st dynasty, laying the foundations

of what was to become the Viet

nam of toda y , appeared during

the Bronze Age. The Hong Bang

dynasty comprised 18 kings, all

bearing the name Hung Vuong.

They were only distinguished from

each other by an ordinal number

after this name, thus Hung Vuong

I , Hung Vuong II , up to Hung

Vuong XVIII.

length of their lives was perhaps

due to the inaccuracy of oral

records.

Be that as it may , tradition has

it that De Minh, a great grandson

of the mythological Chinese Em

peror Than Nong (Cen Nong)-

said to have taught agriculture to

mankind - met agoddess on Five

Pass Mountain on his way to the

South and married her .

From this union, a son was born ,

bearing the name Loc Tuc. Many

years later, De Minh divided his

empire into two, giving the North

ern part to his eldest son , De Nghi ,

and the Southern part to his

younger son , Loc Tuc, son of god

dess.

Loc Tuc took the name of Kinh

Duong Vuong and named his king

dom Xich Quy, part of which was

in South China. It was bordered on

the north by Dong Dinh Ho (Tung

Ting Lake in the Chinese province

2,621 -Year Reign

The Hung Vuong kings ruled

over the country from 2879 B.C.

to 258 B.C. for a period of 2,621

years, making an average of some

146 years for each of them . This

could mean that their life span

was comparable to that of the He

brew leaders referred to in the

Old Testament or that the unusual
.
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mouth for many centuries, before

being recorded in annals. Three of

them follow .

of Hunan) , on the west by the Ba

Thuc (Pa Chou in Chinese Sze

schwan ), on the south by Ho Ton

or Champa ( presently the Viet

namese province of Quang Nam) ,

and on the east by the South China

Sea .

Kinh Duong Vuong, formerly

Loc Tuc, married Than Long's

daughter. Than Long, or Dragon

Genie, was the Lord of Tung Ting

Lake in Hunan , on the right bank

of Yang - Tse River. From this

union, a son was born , who suc

ceeded later to his father's throne,

under the name of Lac Long Quan

(Lord Dragon Lac) . Lac Long Quan

married Au Co, King De Lai's

daughter. According to legend, Au

Co gave birth to 100 eggs, from

which came 100 sons.

Tradition says that, under Hung

Vuong I , Van Lang fishermen often

were attacked by crocodiles. The

king ordered the fishermen to tat

too their bodies, which made the

monsters believe that they were

of the same race , and spare them

when they dove into the water.

This custom of tattooing their body

seems to explain the name Van

Lang given to their country. Van

Lang, in fact , means a country of

tattooed men, not - as many people

believeof scholars. This custom

lasted till the reign of Tran Anh

Tong ( end of the 13th and begin

ning of the 14th century) .

Affront to King

The 1 a st Hung Vuong, Hung

Vuong XVIII, had a very beautiful

daughter . The king of Thuc, a

neighboring country , sought her

in marriage, and was refused . Re

sentful, he told his sons to avenge

him for the affront.

Hung Vuong XVIII, relying on

his powerful army, neglected his

duties as a ruler, and spent most

of his time drinking, eating , hunt

ing and revelling.

Separation

One day, Lac Long Quan said to

his queen : "I am from the Dragon

race, and you are from race of the

Immortals. I am of the nature of

water and you of the nature of fire.

Water and fire cannot co -exist, we

must separate ."

So 50 boys returned with their

mother to the mountains, and the

50 others went with their father

to the banks of the South China

Sea.

Later, Lac Long Quan divided

his country into smaller ones, cal

led the Bach Viet, including Hu

nan , Kwang - Tung, and Kwang Si ,

and gave the largest of them , Van

Lang, to his eldest son , who reign

ed under the name Hung Vuong,

founding the dynasty of Hong

Bang.

Van Lang was divided into

15 districts, including present-day

North Vietnam , from the northern

provinces bordering China to

Quang Binh and Quang Trị , The

capital was at Phong Chau, in the

Vinh Yen province (North Viet

nam) .

Hung Vuong organized a civilian

administration , headed by men cal

led Lac Hau, and his army headed

by officers called Lac Tuong . His

sons received the title of Quan

Lang, his daughters the title of Mi

Nuong. Minor officials were called

Bo Chinh . The regime was here

ditary and patriarchal.

Banh Chung, Banh Day

During the ceremony this year

at Tao Dan garden to celebrate the

anniversary of the Hung Vuong

kings, President Nguyen Van

Thieu offered at the altar to the

Vietnamese's ancestors Banh

Chung and Banh Day rice cakes,

which are well-known to foreign

ers who have lived in Vietnam for

some time.

The Banh Chung is a square

cake with three layers: one of Viet

namese green peas, fat and meat,

sandwiched between two layers of

glutinous rice, the whole wrapped

in the leaves of a special plant,

then boiled for hours.

The Banh Day is a round cake

made from cooked glutinous rice

and pounded for hours in a mortar.

In ancient times, it was believed

in Asia that the earth was square

and the sky round . Banh Chung

symbolized then the earth and

Banh Day the sky.

It is said that King Hung Vuong

VI, after his victory over the Chin

ese invaders (of the An dynasty)

thought of retiring and turning

over power to one of his 20 sons

(named Quan Lang) .

One day, he summoned them all ,

and said : “I will give my throne

to anyone of you who is able to

give me some dish , excellent to

the taste, and having significant

meaning."

All , except the 18th son , Lang

Leo (or Tiet Lieu) , rushed to the

forest or the sea , looking for some

precious food to earn the right to

be the king's successor .

Hong Bang End

King Thuc's successor , his

nephew Thuc Phan , decided to

avenge his uncle, and waged war,

And when his victorious troops

stormed Hung Vuong's capital , the

latter had hardly aroused from

drunkenness, and just had time to

throw himself into a well, escap

ing his enemies' hands.

With his tragic death, ended the

Hong Bang dynasty.

The victorious Thuc Phan an

nexed Van Lang to his country,

gave the name Au Lac to his new

kingdom and took the title of An

Duong Vuong. He set up his capital

at Phong Khe (Phuc Yen province,

North Vietnam ). There, he built a

stronghold called Loa Thanh or Co

Loa, vestiges of which still remain .

Asks God's Help

Lang Leo had lost his mother

and could consult nobody for ad

vice . He was a virtuous young

man who adored his father. He

was at a loss on what to do, so he

fell on his knees and prayed God

for help.

That night, in a dream, he saw

an old and majestic man come to

him , who said : "In the whole

world , nothing is more precious

than rice. It is a food no man can

Hong Bang Legends

The Hong Bang epoch covers

more than 26 centuries of Vietnam

ese history. No wonder many

stories and legends related to it

were transmitted by word of
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Two powerful gods vie for a girl

B

waters to go up rivers, inundate

the country , and besiege Tan Vien

Mountain . Then he sent sea mon

sters to the mountain slopes. He

wanted them to storm Son Tinh's

Mountain Palace and take Mi

Nuong away.

But Son Tinh made thunder and

lightning stop the advance of his

enemies. At the same time he sent

his troops of wild animals: tigers,

leopards, wolves, against the sea

monsters. The battle lasted many

days. Finally Son Tinh drove away

his enemies, after inflicting heavy

losses. Thuy Tinh was compelled

to retreat anh withdraw to the sea.

But he did not accept his defeat

as final and every year he launch

ed an attack against his rival, and

thus, the population in the Viet

namese plains had to suffer thun

der, lightning, downpours, flood

and heavy damage to crops. This

happened regularly between Au

gust and September every year,

and persists to this time.

This story has been interpreted

by later historians as an attempt

of the ancient world to give an

anthropomorphic explanation of

natural phenomena. The annual

flood and typhoon that devastated ,

and still devastate, habitations and

crops in the Red River Delta, for

the Vietnamese of the olden days,

were caused by some supernatural

powers, some Gods, and the story

of Son Tinh and Thuy Tinh was

invented to explain the periodic

catastrophes befalling the inhabi

tants of that area .

S
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Attendance at Hung Vuong rites watch dragon dance at Tao Dan Park.

do without, and it keeps people

alive. So get glutinous rice, make

square cakes to represent the

earth , and round cakes to represent

heaven . Put peas, meat, inside the

square cakes, wrap them in plant

leaves. These represent the gene

rosity of father and mother from

whom you come and who brought

you up ."

Lang Leo awoke, made Banh

Chung, square rice -cakes to re

present the earth , and Banh Day

to represent heaven .

When he and his half -brothers

came before their father -king with

their presents, the latter admired

Lang Leo's newly devised rice

cakes and their meaning. He found

them most tasty and chose Lang

Leo his successor.

As this happened in the early

days of the lunar year , the Viet

namese continue the tradition and

during Têt or the Lunar New Year,

Banh Chung and Banh Day are to

be found on every family's an

cestor altar.

Son Tinh and Thuy Tinh

We have seen that the last Hung

Vuong, Hung Vuong XVIII, had a

very beautiful daughter, called Mi

Nuong (name of every Hung

Vuong's daughter ). On her behalf,

the king refused the King of Thuc's

offer in marriage.

Some time later, came two young

gentlemen , Son Tinh and Thuy

Tinh, who sought to marry her.

Son Tinh was a mountain -god ,

living on Tan Vien Mountain (or

Ba Vi Mountain , in Son Tay pro

vince of North Vietnam ). Thuy

Tinh was the Sea God , living in

the ocean . Both were young, hand

some, rich and powerful. Hung

Vuong was at a loss to make a

choice. So he said he would give

his daughter to the one who came

first next day, with presents.

Next day, Son Tinh came first.

He was given Mi Nuong, and he

took her to his mountain . Thuy

Tinh came late and was furious to

find himself the loser . He pursued

his rival and caused the ocean

Phu Dong Thien Vuong

Phu Dong was the name of a

village in the province of Bac

Ninh, North Vietnam. Thien Vuong

was a title equivalent to Prince or

King. So, Phu Dong Thien Vuong

means the king or the prince of

Phu Dong village. Here is his

story:

During the reign of Hung Vuong

VI, the country enjoyed prosperity

and peace. The king refused to

send presents to the Chinese Em

peror of the An dynasty (likely

Shang dynasty ). Such presents

were the sign of a small country

5



A scrawny baby saves a kingdom

king's allegiance to the Emperor

of China. Angry, the latter, under

the pretense of inspecting the

southern part of his empire, sent

his troops to the Van Lang border.

Frightened, Hung Vuong consulted

his advisers, who told him to send

heralds throughout the country

looking for able men and asking

them for help.

When the victory was complete,

the giant of Phu Dong village made

his iron horse ascend Ninh Soc

Mountain , and both horse and man

disappeared , leaving traces that

exist these days.

Hero's Reward

But the baby said : " Please, go to

the king, and tell him to give me

an iron horse, and a great iron

sword. Bring these objects here,

and I shall go to the battle and

defeat the enemy."

Then the baby stood up , to the

astonishment of his mother,

stretched his limbs, and grew into

a young man . “Mother, give me

something to eat. I need a lot of

food . As for you, herald , make

haste, please, because the enemy

will invade our country soon . "

Half-frightened, half- stupefied

by what he saw , the herald mount

ed his horse, hurried back to the

capital, and reported to the king.

Weak Baby

In the village of Phu Dong, pro

vince of Bac Ninh, there was a

couple who had a baby, three years

old , but who was so weak that he

could not stand up . When a herald

came to the village, the mother

said : " The King wants a hero who

can defeat the enemy. Surely the

hero is not my poor small baby,

unable to rise on his feet. "

The mother was startled when

the baby suddenly said : “ Don't

worry , mother, I am the man the

king needs. Please call the royal

herald , I have something to tell

him . "

When the herald came, he was

angry at the sight of the baby and

told the mother: " This is not a jok

ing matter. You know that you

could be put to death , if you mock

at the King.'

King Hung Vuong, disappointed

not to see the hero and reward

him , ordered a temple erected in

the hero's village, at the very site

of his mother's house , to honor him

and his feats ... At the same time

he granted him the title of “Phu

Dong Thien Vuong,” or the Divine

Prince of Phu Dong village.

Nowadays, on the historical

battlefield , still exists the village

that had been burned , so the say

ing goes, by the flames emitted by

the iron horse during the battle.

That village is now called Lang

Chay (Burned Village ).

The bamboo trees the giant had

pulled out formed a forest in the

district of Gia Binh ( North Viet

nam) , existing today. Because

those bamboo trees were roasted

by the flames from the iron horse,

they took an ivory color, quite dif

ferent from the green of ordinary

bamboo.

The Hung Vuong era spawned

many legends and myths. Never

theless, many swear by traces

testifying to their truth .

For centuries, the Vietnamese

have recognized the Hung Vuong

kings as their ancestors. A temple

was erected long ago on a moun

tain in Phu Tho province , North

Vietnam , for worshipping their

manes. Kings and lords of many

dynasties coming after them used

to come every year to their temple

and pay tribute on the 10th day of

the third month of the Lunar New

Year, the day of their anniversary .

Here in Saigon, an association is

working for the building of a

temple dedicated to the Hung

Vuong kings to replace that in

Phu Tho province, that has been

desecrated by the anti -religious

rulers of North Vietnam .

King's Dream

The night before, the king had

a dream , in which a Genie, alight

ing from a bank of cloud, told him

to do what a baby would ask

through a herald , due back next

day.

So he had an iron horse and a

great sword made and sent them

to the baby, in Phu Dong village.

By then, the baby had grown

into a giant. His mother had not

enough food to give him , but the

neighbors, seeing in him a super

natural being, were happy to feed

the growing giant.

At the sight of the iron horse

and the great sword , he took leave

of his mother and neighbors, leap

ed on the iron horse's back , and

brandished his great sword . The

horse uttered a thundering neigh ,

sent forth flames and smoke

through its nose , then rushed into

the air, and in no time landed in

the midst of the advancing enemy

army that had crossed the border

and arrived in the heart of the

country.

With his great sword , the giant

massacred his enemies. In the fury

of his action , he broke the sword.

So he pulled out the bamboo-trees

on theborders of the villages, and

crushed all men and beasts in his

path . The enemy was routed and

fled in all directions. Those who

had no time to escape surrendered.
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A LUTE SANS STRINGS

THE ORPHANS

0F VIETNAM

By VU TRINH

Co cha co me thi hon,

Khong cha khong me nhu dom

dut giay.

(Having a father and mother is

better.

Fatherless and motherless, you're

like a lute without strings ).

- old Vietnamese saying.
-

The true destructiveness of the

30 -year war that continues in

Vietnam despite the Paris Agree

ment can be seen in the damage

done to the country's hope for the

future : it's children .

News photos of charred buildings

and assassinated villagers show

the obvious destruction . But they

fail to convey the subtle effects of

the massive orphan phenomenon.

Deputy Prime Minister Phan

Quang Dan recently assessed the

catastrophic situation .

“There are over 800,000 orphans,”

he said , “with hardly 20,000 of

them cared for in orphanages and a

much smaller percentage adopted

by foster parents inside and outside

South Vietnam , the rest living at

bare subsistence level with rela

tives and neighbors, themselves in

needy conditions."

Mr. Dan's estimate includes only

“war orphans. ” There are also

indirect child casualties, the so

called “ civilian orphans," produced

by the war's effects on the nation's

social fabric . The total number of

orphans in South Vietnam is

estimated , conservatively, at more

than one million . That's in a

society with a total population

estimated at 19 million in 1974. The

ratio of orphans to total population

is, obviously, staggering. A similar

ratio in the United States, for

example, would mean 10 million

American orphans.

No accurate census has been

taken , but social worker Mr.

Nguyen Phi Hoang puts the sVN

orphan figure at “ about 1 1/2 mil

lion .” Mr. Hoang, in describing

the “ alarming increase of orphans

during the recent years ," defined

the term ' orphan .'

“ Those children under 15 years

of age,” he said , “ who are still

dependents and are abandoned by

losing one or both parents for

whatever reasons are named or

phans. They are not the so -called

“Children of the State' or ' Property

of the State ' in a general sense .

However, they are cared for and

are provided with appropriate

services for their total develop

ment without any indoctrination ."

The impact of the orphan crisis

here is two- fold : ( 1 ) it's dragon

the war -plagued economy and ( 2 )

the psycho -social problems faced

by the orphans themselves.

Today in SVN — a country which

used to be the world's third largest

exporter of rice back in peacefulThere are an estimated more than 1 million of these Vietnamese orphans.
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It was found that 229 or 20.8% of

the 1,097 families interviewed have

orphans living with them. Of the

3,339 children in these families

17% or 569 are orphans. The leve

of family income varied from in

adequate (61 % ) to nearly adequate

(22% ) toto more than adequate

(17%) .

The report concluded : “Gener

ally speaking, the number of or

phans living at home is quite large

and the majority of them live in

deplorable conditions."

Private voluntary agencies help make the lot of these orphans better.

times — massive unemployment, in

flation, and rapid population

growth are engendering a grave

state of malnutrition among chil

dren, especially among orphans.

9

mately 70 need material aid and

repair. Others need medical and

educational improvements.

Mr. Nguyen Phi Hoang stressed

on the psychological problems.

“ Abandoned children ,” he said ,

" get very confused ideas about

themselves and the families they

come from . Small children with

out help never really understand

why they have been deserted . This

can create serious problems in

their later life . ”

134 Orphanages

Various efforts have been made

to help the orphans. The number

of South Vietnamese orphanages

rose from 14 in 1955 to 134 in 1974.

The Ministry of Social Welfare,

Land Development and Hamlet

Building allocated 325,190,000 pias

ters for orphans in 1974. The highly

active Catholic Relief Services set

apart 779 million piasters in its

1974 budget for orphanages.

But these and other worthy

efforts meet only a small fraction

of the need . And economically,

orphans are considered an unpro

ductive part of the population .

Efforts and investments made in

their behalf cannot reap dividends

for the national economy until

years later. This poses the problem

of how to lessen the burden of

orphans so as to pave the way for

national development.

Even the established orphanages

find themselves in a constant strug

gle. A Ministry of Social Welfare

survey in 1974 showed that out of

114 surveyed orphanages, approxi

Tri-Fold Objective

The Ministry's “Orphan at

Home" program , initiated in Sep

tember 1973 , is triple- fold :

A. Direct assistance to the or

phan. Each selected orphan , living

either with one parent or relatives,

is entitled to receive 30,000 piasters

per year. Due to limited funds

the number of orphans chosen

from a family depends on the

number of orphans in that family.

In a family with 3 to 4 orphans,

one will be chosen ; above five : two .

B. Assistance to widows in the

" civilian widow program .” The

program assists the chosen widow

to learn a trade. At her graduation,

she receives 30,000 piasters to buy

tools. If she is unable to learn , she

receives 6,000 piasters in capital

for her to start a small buying and

selling business.

C. Assistance to grandparents to

raise their orphan grandchildren.

The chosen orphan receives 30,000

piasters per year.

The Ministry of Social Welfare

plans and finances the “ Orphan

at Home " program , but private

voluntary agencies implement it .

To teach orphans a useful trade,

the Ministry has organized voca

tional training courses around the

country, mostly in dress -making

(70% ) and the rest in carpentry,

engine repair, mushroom growing

and conical hatmaking. The num

ber of trainees is 2,000 .

Of the Ministry's four voca

tional training centers, the largest

is at Bien Hoa, near Saigon . This

41 -acre modern facility was built

and financed by the Japanese

Foundation for the Welfare and

Education of Asian Orphans. It

" Home" Program

In 1970 the Ministry of Social

Welfare began a policy of limiting

the establishment of new or

phanages. It was felt that life in

an orphanage is not likely to pro

duce psychologically stable adults.

The Ministry now emphasizes

alternatives such as the "preven

tion of baby abandonment” pro

gram . The idea is to keep the or

phans at home with relatives. Ac

cordingly, home day care centers,

family service, adoption and nutri

tion programs have expanded

significantly. This is part of the

new “Orphan at Home” program .

In October -November 1974 an

official study was made in five

selected sites in South Vietnam .
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opened in 1973 , with a maximum

capacity of 400 orphans. Opera

tional expenditures for 1973 and

1974 amounted to 35,850,000 and

52,812,000 piasters respectively .

The Ministry also operates a

Family Service Program . Its main

objective is to prevent poor moth

ers from abandoning their babies.

Of the 15 field offices, the Ministry

is responsible for 12 and Vietnam

Christian Service for 3. From

January 1973 to August 1974 the

Ministry handled 600 cases, spend

ing 23,760,000 piasters, Vietnam

Christian Service handled 868

cases from 1969 to April 1974,

spending 24,000,000 piasters.

Adoption, though no guarantee of

happiness, remains one of the last

best hopes for an orphan . There

are many complicated and strict

conditions in Vietnam's existing

adoption law . Inter -country adop

tion presents additional complica

tions, but from January 1971 to

June 1974, some 2,468 adopted

children were permitted to leave

the country with proper passports

and visas.

Inter -country adoption is carried

out through either one of two

systems: ( 1 ) handling by private

lawyers oror ( 2 ) the voluntary

agency system which is comprised

of agencies which have signed an

agreement with the Ministry of

Social Welfare .

The voluntary agency system

accounts for the great majority of

legal adoptions. There are now 7

recognized agencies here:

@ International Social Service

@ Friends for All Children

@ Friends of Children of VN

@ Catholic Relief Services

@ World Vision

@ Pearl Buck Foundation

@ Holt Children's Services

|

foreign foster parent who is living

abroad .

One of Vietnam's leading au

thorities on orphans and adoption,

Miss Phan Ngoc Quoi, of the

Ministry of Social Welfare, has

called for modification of the exist

ing adoption law .

" This law , " she said , “ pays too

much attention to the legal aspect

and neglects the social aspect of

the problem . We know that both

aspects of child adoption are im

portant, but the social aspect is

the more important one."

Meanwhile, relief effort for more

than a million Vietnamese orphans

keep inching uphill, seeking an

swers to an ancient poem :

Nao ai thuong mot tre mo coi ?

Au yem nao ai thi nua loi?

Doi Tet nguoi doi gi tuong den ?

(Who is merciful to an orphan ?

Who has given him just half a

word ?

Who has looked upon him when

starving and cold?)

1

1

Another form of adoption , con

sidered successful, is the Foster

Parent's Plan. Under this plan

the child remains in Vietnam and

receives correspondence, money,

pictures and affection from a

VIỆT- NAM CÔNG -THƯƠNG NGÂN -HÀNG
THE COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL BANK OF VIETNAM

FOUNDED IN 1954 • CAPITAL : VN $ 365.144.000

HEAD OFFICE

93-95 Ham Nghi, Saigon (South Vietnam)

Tel : 91558 ; 91559 ; 99487. Cable Address : VIETNAMBANK

METROPOLITAN BRANCHES

209-213 Tran Hung Dao Tel . 23262

217 Truong Minh Giang Tel . 40925

6 Nguyen Trung Trục Tel . 92627

170 Trinh Minh The (Khanh Hoi) Tel . 91915

27 Bui Huu Nghia (Hoa Binh) Tel . 36051

138 Tran Quang Khai (Tan Dinh) Tel . 98101

SAIGON

-

.

PROVINCE BRANCHES

DA NANG 71 Doc Lap Tel . 20255

QUI NHON 565 Gia Long Tel . 2902

PHAN THIET 3 Tran Hung Dao Tel . 2158

GIA DINH 153 Vo Di Nguy (Phu Nhuan) Tel . 43798

CHOLON 402-404 Dong Khanh Tel. 37481

MY THO 91 Trung Trạc Tel. 2112

KIEN HOA - 1 Truong Tan Buu Tel . 106

FULL BANKING SERVICES
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COMPLICATED, STRICT LAW

ADOPTIONS IN VIETNAM

By TRAN MY

Adopting children is not new

in Vietnam . The country had an

adoption law under the Le Dynasty

(around 1000 A.D.) . But today,

with more than 1 million orphans

among South Vietnam's total popu

lation of 19 million, the question

of adoption is especially relevant.

One of the leading authorities

on orphans and adoption here ,

Miss Phan Ngoc Quoi of the Minis

try of Social Welfare, described

the plight in early 1975 :

“ With the raging war, the num

ber of orphans is increasing very

rapidly. At present, nobody knows

the exact figures of orphans all

over the country, for there has not

been a complete survey or census

yet, but the number of orphans in

South Vietnam is not less than 1

million . At present we have over

700,000 war orphans and a similar

number of recognized civilian or .

phans.”

Deputy Prime Minister Phan

Quang Dan agreed with this as

sessment.

" Hardly 200,000 of these child

victims," he said, " are cared for in

orphanages and a much smaller

percentage adopted by foster

parents inside and outside South

Vietnam , the rest living at bare

subsistence level with relatives

and neighbors, themselves in

needy conditions. "

Adoption presents the best hope for these Vietnamese orphans.

Too Legalistic

Adoption is one of the best hopes

for the luckier of these children ,

and progress is being made in that

direction . But there are difficulties

and complications. Miss Phan Ngoc

Quoi, in calling for a new adoption

law here, says that the present law

" pays too much attention to the

legal aspect and neglects the social

aspect of the problem . "

In January 1975 some 1,500 dele

gates gathered in Saigon for the

International Conference on - Chil

dren and National Development.

In a lengthy report prepared for

the international delegates, the

Ministry of Social Welfare stated :

“In order to assist the increasing

number of orphans, many Viet

namese and foreign philanthropists

have been willing to join the adop

tion program . However, to protect

the rights of the adopted child as

well as of the adopting family, the

existing adoption law in Vietnam

has laid down many complicated

and strict conditions."

Nevertheless, in addition to many

in - country adoptions, from January

1971 to June 1974 there were 2,468

adopted children permitted to

leave the country with proper

passports and visas . The annua

rate of inter -country adoption has

been increasing steadily since 1971

The Ministry report added :

" Since the present adoption law

is too complicated and has toc

many shortcomings, such as the

omission of inter -country adoption

the lack of provisions for social

study and investigation as well as

for adoption agencies, the Ministry

has , since mid-1973 , cooperated

with a group of lawyers to com

plete the draft of a new law on

adoption . This proposed law is

now under review by an inter

ministerial committee before

submitting it to the National As

sembly ."

The main trend of the proposed

law is to simplify the procedure
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while better protecting the adopt

ed child as well as the adopting

party. It would also establish a

" trial period ” to ensure the success

of the adoption.

Miss Phan Ngoc Quoi mentioned

some of the Vietnamese attitudes

to the adoption problem in her

report to the International Con

ference in Saigon.

"During the last few years this

problem has been addressed again

and again in many seminars and

newspapers in this country and

abroad, as well as in radio and TV

programs. Many foreign families

and organizations have contacted

governmental agencies, social wel

fare agencies and orphanages to

adopt children . There are different

reactions on the Vietnamese side.

Some heartily support this solu

tion. Others violently oppose it,

giving many reasons based on

personal sentiments or on political

trends. But not many people base

their arguments on the rights of

the children who need the love,

the care, the education and the

protection of a family."

It's a simple fare for these children in one of Saigon's many orphanages.

as a commercial service without

any penalty. The law still forbids

the sale and purchase of children

under any form. However, since

no one is in charge of the problem ,

there is no law enforcement of

violations. "

These conditions , however, can be

waived upon written request.

3. Consent for a child under age

16 must be secured from either

the parents, grandparents, family

council or voluntary agency in

charge.

4. If the applicant is a foreigner,

he must provide a certificate attest

ing to his being fully, qualified to

adopt the child under the laws of

his native country.

" The criteria on which we

should select adoptive parents, ”

Miss Quoi stated , " are not wealth

or poverty, but rather their ca

pacity to become adoptive parents,

to love children and to provide

them with a family which can care

for them . ”

3 Categories

Three categories of children are

considered eligible for adoption.

1. Full ' orphans whom no close

or distant relatives wish to or can

raise adequately.

2. Half orphans (fatherless or

motherless) whose remaining

parent, for a legitimate reason ,

cannot take care of them and who

releases the child for its own

happiness and future.

3. Social orphans: abandoned

children, illegitimate children , lost

children who cannot find relatives.

Under the existing law ,

adoption must fulfill the following
conditions:

1. It must be justified by " legiti

mate reasons and be beneficial to

the adopted ."

2. The adopting party must be

over 35 or else older than the

adopted child by 20 years. If the

adopting party is a couple, they

must be childless and have been

married for more than 10 years,

and one of them must fulfill the

above-mentioned age requirement.

No Court Action

Time -Consuming

Miss Quoi believes that hun

dreds of children have gone abroad

without adequate controls or

checking of conditions in their

new home lives. She also says

that adoptive parents abroad often

complain about the time-consum

ing procedures. Adoption and visa

permits require 6 months to one

year of waiting.

Inter -country adoption is carried

out through either one of two

systems : (1 ) handling by private

lawyers or (2) the voluntary2

agency system which is comprised

of agencies which have signed an

agreement with the Ministry of

Social Welfare.

The voluntary agency system

accounts for the great majority of

legal adoptions. The 7 recognized

agencies are : International Social

Service, Friends For All Children ,

Friends of Children of Vietnam,

Catholic Relief Services, World

Vision , Pearl Buck Foundation ,

Holt Children's Services.

She added that because of legal

complications , most Vietnamese

who adopt children do so without

going to court .

“At present there is no public

or private adoption agency that is

qualified to take full charge of

all adoption problems, especially

adoptions in the country. There

fore, the people wishing to give,

sell or buy children try to do so

by themselves. Certain agencies or

individuals have taken respon

sibility for adoption and regard it
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Some of these orphans will eventually find their way into foreign homes.

The Ministry rates these agen

cies as “ very careful" in offering

their services . The agencies make

case studies, select adopting

parents and adopted children , and

prepare the child for adoption .

The importance of being “very

careful" is emphasized by social

worker Mr. Nguyen Phi Hoang.

"It is natural that orphans at

home, " he said , “ cannot avoid a

number of socio -economic -psycho

logical difficulties although they

seem to lead a normal life in

adjusting to their social situation . "

When the adoptive parents are

from another country, Miss Quoi

said, the process is more difficult

and complex.

"In addition to the usual factors,

we must determine whether or not

the laws of the adoptive parent's

country accept child adoption, en

try and immigration requirements,

the nationality to which the child

will be entitled, and also whether

or not the laws of the adoptive

parent's country will protect the

child. In short , do the laws of the

child's country and the parent's

country contradict each other ? In

addition , do the adoptive parents

understand thoroughly the culture,

the origins, the race of the child

and accept entirely the possible

future differences and dialogue ?

Therefore, we can see that the

adoption must be done through a

serious, accredited agency having

a working structure in both the

child's and the parent's countries .

This cannot be assumed by private

individuals, no matter how full of

goodwill they are, nor by commer

cial organizations."

tween local adoption and sending

a child abroad. It is handled by

the 7 agencies accredited with the

Ministry of Social Welfare . The

Ministry reports:

" The Foster Parent's Plan pro

vides an example of a successful

alternative to the ordinary inter

country adoption. The child , while

still living in his own home, is

adopted byby a foreign parent

Through correspondence, money

pictures as well as affection are

sent to the adopted child to enable

him to develop physically and

mentally. The plan is presently

responsible for 6,000 cases. From

January 1974 to August 3 , 1974

the agencies have sent to these

children an amount of 291,584,621

piasters.”

a

go abroad and live with prospec

tive parents for a “trial period ,”

while a social welfare agency

maintains legal responsibility for

him until a satisfactory, legal

adoption takes place.

The great majority ofadoptions

here, of course, do not involve for

eign parents . Many Vietnamese

adopt children to meet the needs

of their families. Few have an

adoption contract signed in court.

Most families "legalize" the adop

tion by applying for a new birth

certificate for the child in which

they declare themselves as the

child's natural parents.

“Whether or not they do it on

purpose ,” Miss Quoi said, “they

have made false statement.

Many parents try to conceal the

adoption from the children , and

regard it as an important secret.

But sooner or later the child will

know the truth , and when he dis

covers it, most of the children and

the families go through serious

psychological crises. All the things

which the child has imagined and

believed about his past and his

origins have become illusions, and

everything causes suspicion. The

adoption of a child is a fine solu

tion and does not have to be con

cealed. Adoptive parents should

tell the child he is adopted and

that he was selected because the

parents loved him for his own

sake. This will strengthen the

child's self -image. ”

There is another form of adop

tion known as the Foster Parent's

Plan. This is a compromise be

Best Solution

Proxy Adoption

The current adoption law here

permits proxy adoption . A lawyer

can sign a contract for adoptive

parents and the child who have

never met. Miss Quoi calls proxy

adoption " a very dangerous thing ."

The European Convention on the

Adoption of Children in Stras

bourg in 1967 strongly recom

mended that proxy adoption

should be avoidedavoided because of

problems which have occurred .

The 1968 Hague Convention on

International Law suggested that

proxy adoption be replaced with

a system that allows the child to

Miss Quoi concludes that adop

tion is an excellent solution for an

orphan:

"Adoption meets the child's

needs best , but if we wish to

obtain the most satisfactory re

sults, we need rational and timely

legislation and clear structures to

enforce the law adequately. The

local adoption of children in Viet

nam should be encouraged, and

must come first, for the child

thrives better in a familiar culture

and environment with parents of

the same race and nationality.

Inter -country adoption should be

considered only when no family

willing to adopt the child can be

found in his own country."
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A view of the 3,000 square meter Vietnamese -American Association premises on Mac Dinh Chi street in Saigon .

A MONUMENT TO FRIENDSHIP

HT

MYTHE HOI VIET MY

By NGUYỄN DUY LIEU

Even late in the day - seven days

a week — the building is a big

beehive vibrant with activity and

steaming with the enthusiasm and

ardour to be found on campuses.

Although smaller in use than any

university campus, the 3,000 sq.

meter Hoi Viet My (Vietnamese

American Association ) that occu

pies half a block on Mac Dinh

Chi St. offers the same informal

and lively atmosphere of a college

premise anywhere in the world ,

Nineteen years ago the first

VAA building was a villa rented

from a landlord on Cao Thang St.

The organization then served

to provide occasion for " modest

gatherings of Americans and Viet

namese who wished to see the ties

of friendship and understanding

between their two countries

strengthened and extended , ” VAA

Director William H. Riddell, Jr.

said in an interview . No one from

the association could have fore

seen then that the destinies of the

U.S. and South Vietnam would be

so tightly interwoven in the inter

vening years such that today,

almost two decades later, coopera

tion between the two countries

has become an issue of paramount

concern .

"No, it's not true to say the VAA

is turning out to be, as some

Saigon papers charge, “ servants

of U.S. imperialism , "Riddell said .

He pointed out that as inscribed

in its charter the VAA's main

objective is to "help foster and im

prove understanding between the

two countries through cultural ex

changes."

Riddell said similar organiza

tions, called "binational centers "
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have been set up all over the

world and their activities are

identical to the VAA's.

Thu DIA TODAY AND TO : BORROW

WU!
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A private, non - profit, non -sec

tarian, non -political organization,

the VAA is engaged in a wide

range of activities with the main

emphasis placed on the teaching

of the English language to the

Vietnamese and the Vietnamese

language to the American com

munity, since " communication is

a first step in understanding." It

also sponsors such cultural activ

ities such as art exhibits, lectures

and concerts and publishes docu

ments or books appropriate to its

role in the community.

English Teaching

The VAA is currently teaching

English to about 24,000 students

in a total of 807 classes in the

Saigon -Cholon area . The classes

are staffed by 189 teachers, nearly

all of whom are Vietnamese na

tionals with degrees from Ameri

can universities. High school and

university students comprise about

half of the total enrollment and

civil servants make up the next

largest group .

Seeing those young folks coming

in and out of the VAA - many of

them dressed in blue jeans or

casual garb — and the informal and

lively air engulfing its premises

“ brings back memories of my own

school days ," Riddell commented.

“This is a large student body to

cope with but we strive to main

tain the quality of instruction . The

fact that we do so is a testimonial

to the dedication and high caliber

of our teachers and academic

staff, ” he said.

Mrs. Nguyen Van Bong, the

chairman of the VAA Board of

Directors who was present at the

interview , disclosed that a recent

contract signed by VAA with the

United States Agency for Inter

national Development (USAID )

has brought new duties to the

association. The most important

single facet of these new duties,

she said , is the “Participant

Training Programs”—an intensive

course on the English language

and cultural orientation for RVN

government employes who are

going to the U.S. to receive

advanced training in fields related

to development programs in Viet

nam. This course as well as others

on such office skills as shorthand

and typing in English had been

conducted by USAID before. Now

they are entrusted to the VAA's

responsibility, Mrs. Bong said . At

one time some 300 persons will

be studying under this program.

In art, an average of more than

three exhibits per month of paint

ing, photography and crafts dis

played work by some of Vietnam?

finest artists. Three graphic arts

displays from the United States

one major U.S. painting exhibit

and two photo shows represented

America recently .

In music, the American com

munity was introduced to Viet

nam's Hat Boi, Cai Luong, classical

music and folk dances. In return

the VAA has hosted many Ameri

can musicians, including two

famous pianists. Mrs. Bong also

referred to the special classes in

art, photography, flower arrang

ing, embroidery and other fields

Cultural Activities

Over 1,000 cultural events were

held at the VAA during the past

year, attracting audiences involv

ing nearly 200,000 persons, accord

ing to Mrs. Bong who also is the

VAA Cultural Activities Director.
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A wide variety of facilities are avail

able at the VAA in the latter's pursuit

to foster and improve understanding &

amity between the 2countries through

cultural exchanges. Clockwise, from top

left : audience at VAA auditorium hears

a panel discussion on “The Media : To

day & Tomorrow ” ; students of a VAA

music class learning to play 16-string

zither (don tranh ) ; an English language

class lab at the VAA , anda VAA draw

ing class during an open air sketching

session .
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making a total of 6,452 active

library members for a circulation

average of 5.2 loans per year per

member. An important increase in

the numbers of business and pro

fessional people, intellectuals and

professors, used the VAA library

last year .

which have attracted over 4,000

students the past year and drawn

from the talents of some 42

teachers, including those of Mrs.

Bong herself.

Library

Mrs. Bong mentioned the Abra

ham Lincoln Library at the VAA

as among the most precious tools

without which no higher culture

could be achieved. And surely

no cultural exchange without li

braries, whether public or private.”

Last year a total of 237,276 per

sons visited and used the library

and a total of 32,280 books were

loaned, 3,054 readers joined the

library during the reporting year,

Mrs. Bong said that in the future

the Abraham Lincoln library will

have a music listening room , a

film -strip library , a micro - film

service and additional books on

various subjects to better serve its

patrons.

She also reported on the deci

sion of the Board of Directors in

November last year to expand

the present VAA building and

facilities to meet the demand of

a growing student population. As

a working assumption , she said ,

“we envision the VAA with a

student population of 25,000, a

500 - seat theater, a library with a

minimum of 25,000 volumes and

other facilities to support a vigor

ous cultural program in pro

portion . "

Although it is too early to

predict anything, Mrs. Bong said ,

the VAA face in the next two or

three years will be transformed

and the Board will find the " right

path to realize our dream that

is making the VAA the very

monument of Vietnamese - Ameri

can friendship ."
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BICH DAN

REVIVES

Embroidered needle work on

silk is an art brought to classical

perfection decades ago in North

Vietnam . Miss Bich Dan is engag

ed in tireless effort, using her

talent, scholarship , imagination ,

and skill to resurrect the past and

capture on silk or satin the old

customs and the essence of Viet

namese traditional culture.

The artist learned the elaborate

needle work necessary for her art

from her mother , a talented lady

who inherited this lost art from

needlewomen of the Imperial

Court of Hue. Under the gentle,

patient and enlightened guidance

of her mother since she was seven ,

Miss Bich Dan became acquainted

with the intricate design , the deep

meaning of classical subjects such

as the four seasons, the four sacred

animals (dragon , unicorn , tortoise ,

phoenix ), trees and flowers, pea

cock and deer, and the traditional

symbol of longevity, prosperity

and happiness.

At the Advanced School of Fine

Arts in old imperial Hue, from the

summer of 1969 to the summer of

1971 , she studied the technique and

art of sketching and learned the

secret of composition , interplay of

colors, harmony in contrasts under

noted Professor Le Yen . Later, she

was initiated into the technique of

photography by well -known photo

graphers, especially Le Anh Tai

who won many international

prizes in photo contests. Photo

graphy was a great help to Miss

Bich Dan when later on she want

ed to record a landscape or a scene

she would need for her creative

design .

Under her delicate and skillful

hands, a piece of silk stretched on

four rudimentary wooden or bam

boo sticks would slowly become an

art work : beautiful landscapes of

Vietnam , poetic royal tombs of

Hue, the crumbling old mirador,

the Thien Mu Pagoda, the moon

light at Vy Da (Hue) or lotus

flower, vivid peacock , fierce eagle,

etc.

She also excels in embroidered

work on traditional festivals , old

wedding scene, traditional drum

players, historical personages, and

in expressing the beauty and grace

of Vietnamese women .

Nearly all art critics in Vietnam

concur that Miss Bich Dan's em

search, sketching, composition, and

needle work involving an impres

sive array of colors and shades o

French yarn and also long hours

of sitting and attention devoted to

her subject.

Embroidery was rightly con

sidered as an old traditional ar

of Vietnam often identified wit

antique subjects of a religious

character, with mythological figu

res or symbols related to Vietnam

ese -Chinese formulas to serve

condolences to the deceased .

Miss Bich Dan's art is a combi

nation of the old and the new , the

classical and the liberal. She knew

how to depart from the traditiona

mold of Vietnamese art: her rich

imagination has found in the West

ern technique of photography, the

art of sketching a picturesque
scene or of reviving an old Viet

namese custom , an ideal outlet

for her patient and delicate needle

work . The inner fire which con

stantly kindled the unyielding

spirit and which animated historic

al heroes and heroines of Vietnam

seems to live in some of her dis

tinguished works. But her remark

able talent is also reflected in

harmonious, colorful, and delight

ful works on historical landmarks,

on the beautiful country scenes of

Central and South Vietnam .

The diligence, infinite patience

and devotion of the young artist

virtues inherent in and typical of

Vietnamese women since imme

morial times are best represented

in certain large size embroideries

of a mythological, legendary nature

or of a national historical value.

Bich Dan's embroidered works are

invaluable art works, unique in

their kind, because they are as

subtle and mystical, as charming

and as serene as the spirit of Viet

nam . They are also beautiful and

impressive as the memorable land

scape of Vietnam and as graceful

and secretly attractive as the

tender sex .

What is most difficult in Bich

Dan's embroidered work is the

choice of color or shade of yarn ,

since they are imported from Fran

ce and cannot be easily mixed,

blended or changed, as oil, gouache

or other painting materials. Some

times, she has toleave some of her

best works unfinished because a

certain color or shade of the yarn

AN ART

By CHAU KIM DINH

broidery is a happy combination

of popular tradition , national spirit,

and the skill and patience inherent

in the fair sex of Vietnam . The rich

colors, the lovely shades of French

yarn in her embroidered silk work

seem to create an atmosphere of

serenity and of peace of mind re

miniscent of Chinese Taoism and

of Buddhist Zen - two religions

which deeply affect the thinking

and the living of the Vietnamese

people from the past to the present

time.

A Major Art

Embroidery was considered one

of the major arts of traditional

Vietnam and it ranked on a par

with lacquer painting and sculp

ture. In the particularcase of Miss

Bich Dan , one cannot help but ad

mire her infinite patience for most

of her silk works require months,

even years, of advanced study, re
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With needle and yarn,

works of sheer beauty

TL
ET

Clockwise, from above : The old citadel in Hue,

traditional drum players, The Eight Immortals,

Hue's Thien Mu pagoda, & Peace of Mind Lake.
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Bich Dan's “ Glorious Return of the Laureate " ( above) , traditional

wedding ( at right ) , and portrait of a respected village elder.

materials and old manuscripts. The

artist is so conscientious in her

work that she wants them as ac

curate and as authentic as human

ly possible.

Miss Bich Dan is also doing

subjects such as portraits of girls,

still life, and modern composition.

Young people appreciate these

works but it may take more time,

study and considerable experience

before she could reap success in

this new field . But her classical

compositions on the four seasons,

either on black or on white, on

light-yellow silk or in other colors,

her works on peacock , deer, eagle,

dragon, bamboo-tree or chrysan

themum flower, on village festivals,

wedding parade, have delighted

both foreign and Vietnamese art

lovers.

Brichelan

desired has disappeared from the

market.

When the seed of an idea has

fallen in her fertile imagination ,

the artist takes a photo of a scene

or landscape , or she uses her me

mory to arrange the composition

of her tableau on paper first and

then realize it on silk or satin be

fore actually starting the delicate ,

time -consuming needle work.

she showed her works at Danang

and Hue. Perhaps the most memo

rable event of her life was the pur

chase of a giant work (2 x 1.20 m)

of hero Tran Binh Trong valued

at VN $ 300,000 by President Nguyen

Van Thieu.

Miss Bich Dan wishes that she

could display her works abroad to

show the essence of Vietnamese

traditional culture to foreign view

ers . She also wants to train artists

in this difficult art. She has a deep

desire to learn more about the tra

ditions of Vietnam , to dig into the

national historical records of her

motherland to improve her creative

work and the quality and value of

her embroidered silk art. She has

a studio located at 702/ 16B, Phan

Thanh Gian Street, Saigon.

Kien Giang, the well-known poet

from South Vietnam Delta area,

has shown his appreciation for

Miss Bich Dan's works in verse :

The world took its rythm from

the needle and the yarn

The brain gathers the earth and

heaven

The silk thread exposes the soul

of the Vietnamese woman

Blood drips from the finger tips

weaving and embroidering

life's essence .

Born In Hue

The 23 -year old lady artist (real

name Le Thi Bich Dan) , was born

in 1951 in Hue, the seat of learning,

cutlure and refined manners in

herited from the Nguyen emperors

who established their royal court

in this romantic city since the 19th

century . She learned the art of

embroidery from her mother dur

ring her student days at the famed

Dong Khanh Girl School. She per

severed in her embroidered silk

studies while attending the Nation

al School of Music and the Ad

vanced School of Fine Arts at Hue.

She first showed her art works at

the Alliance Française in March 72 ,

later exhibited her embroideries

at the VAA , Saigon, in November

1972 and October 1973. She also

displayed her works at the Nation

al Library in Saigon from July 5

to July 11 , 1974. In late November

and early December of this year .

Color and Light

For the artist , color and light are

very important because these two

factors require the difficult choice

of color and the selection of each

yarn involved in her elaborate

needle work . Thus, portrait em

broidery is the most difficult art

because it should resemble the

subject and should be alive . Cer

tain embroideries on customs,

traditions of Vietnam , especially

historical personages demand con

siderable research, study , consul

tation with experts in the field

concerned or checking with library
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Special Feature

Contemporary Vietnamese Poetry

By Nguyen Ngoc Bich

The Pre-War Period

In the pre-war years, Vietnamese poetry was greatly

influenced by the great masters of French poetry and

most versificators of this period were more or less

associated with the Tu Luc Van Doan school, which

tried to revive the sense of nationalism that three score

years of French domination had blunted .

The history of Vietnam reveals ancient and strong

ties with the culture of China. As early as 221 B.C. , the

peoples in the area now known as Vietnam - Country

of the Southern People were brought within the

Chinese orbit . In 207 B.C. , a Chinese general declared

himself king of “Nam Viet” and in 111 B.C. the country

was incorporated into China as a province.

Although Chinese records indicated the subjected

people to be “eternally restless, ” they nonetheless were

kept under Chinese control until A.D. 939.

Except for a brief renewal of Chinese domination

for two decades, early in the fifteenth century , the

country was independent until the mid -nineteenth cen

tury when it came under French rule.

French colonial rule, which was to last nearly a

hundred years, brought with it a superficial layer of

French culture. But this was almost exclusively con

fined to large urban areas and left the masses of the

people largely untouched . Indeed , although Saigon, in

its heyday, was often referred to as “ the Paris of the

Orient" and French was the medium of instruction in

the schools, the French language and literature were

opened to only a handful of the intelligentsia.

Though not Chinese, the Vietnamese language is

likewise a tonal language. Writing was introduced early

in the Chinese period and was originally entirely in

that language. As time went on, Chinese characters

were adapted to represent Vietnamese sounds and a

-Vietnamese ” script developed .

At the same time, an indigenous oral folk literature

emerged, which was a more direct reflection of Viet

namese life and thought.

The Roman alphabet, introduced by Catholic mis

sionaries early in the seventeenth century , gradually

replaced the Chinese and Vietnamese characters and by

the twentieth century had become the official written

language.

Contemporary Vietnamese poetry in the original,

then, would not look like Chinese poetry , but in recita

tion might sound very much like it because of the tonal

differentiations. Also we can expect to find reflections

of a similar basic philosophy—such as the yin-yang

concept, the close association of man with nature, and

a Buddhist -oriented emphasis on the inevitable sorrow

that accompanies human existence.

However, Western influences have largely liberated

poets so that they are now abandoning traditional forms

and themes as they see fit and are experiencing with

Western patterns — from the formal sonnet to free verse.

For a better appreciation of the following pages of

translation, it has seemed advisable to divide the poetry

into four parts:

i. The pre-war period

ii . Poetry in North Vietnam

iii . Poetry in Free Vietnam

iv . Reaction to conflict

THE LU (1906- ) .

Green Nostalgia

(Soliloquy of a Tiger in the Zoo )

Chewing a cud of bitterness, in my iron cage

I lie, watching the days and months go past .

Oh, how despicable, presumptuous and naive are

those observing me,

Peering from their little eyes, scorning the sacred

forest .

How degrading, by that single blow of destiny, to

be confined ,

A thing of the curious, a toy ,

Thrown in with demented bears,

The neighbor of mindless leopards.

From that hour I have lived in nostalgia

For those days of proud independence.

Oh, how I envision those scenes of hill and forest,

the jungle light, the ancient trees,

The roar of wind through the woods and the hill

shaking rumble of torrents.

Those were the times I sang immortal and terrible

arias

As I set out , stately , majestic ,

My grace like the rhythmic waves,

Gliding through silent shadows, through prickling

leaves and brilliant grass.

Whenever, in my cave, my lordly eyes lit up ,

The world at once turned deadly still .

I know myself the king of beasts

Within that nameless, ageless, green domain .

Where are they now , those splendid nights by the

brooks,

When I stood, elated by the hunt, and drank the

melting moonbeams ?

Where are the days of storms when every corner of

the forest shook

As I gazed , unperturbed, at my flourishing realm ?

Where are the evenings when the woods were tinged

with blood

As I waited for the torrid sun to sink

And leave that dark and secret universe to me alone?

Oh, where are they now , those glorious days ?
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Now I bear an eternal grudge.

I hate this never -changing scene,

These false and vulgar fashioned views

Of tended flowers, pampered lawns, symmetric walk

ways lined with trees.

Does this clogged trickle among these paltry mounds

Suppose itself a brook ?

Do these innocuous clumps of leaves

Pretend to emulate the wilds,

The sublime, the mysterious realm ?

Oh , solemn, majestic landscapes!

Oh, land our holy race once ruled ,

Lands I roamed in perfect liberty ,

Lands I shall never see again !

Do you know , all these days of weariness,

How my mind explores the noble forest dreams,

How my soul hovers about you ?

Oh, my terrible wilderness!

Translated by N. N. Bich and Oliver Rice

HUY CAN (1919

The Long River

Through the fresh green of a thousand trees

walks the kingly Champa elephant.

At each step the whole wood trembles,

the red leaves crackle and whine.

He walks, his eyes dim with tears,

his feet mired in desperate longing.

On his ancient back sways an empty chaise

with glittering gems, red tassels, a blue parasol.

Stopping by a lonely riverbank, he lets his mind

drift with the slow waves to a distant sky...

One morning yellow breezes softly trailed

over palaces asleep in hazy dew.

One evening in autumn

he stomped to the throb of drums

till the enemy pennants were all torn down

and the river seemed drenched in fire.

Another morning in Vijaya City : thousands

of Champa soldiers marching home, chanting victory

while the war elephants thumped their glory, solemn,

haughty, bathed in sandalwood fragrance.

One night when the battlefield roared with blood

amidst trumpet blasts, neighing of horses, slashing

of heads,

the elephants crashed crazily , like wild waves

as they followed the Champa torches.

Then he recalls splendid palaces, fortresses,

linked with images of bent bows, flying arrows,

creaming steeds, madly jingling bells

and the thunderous songs of Champa troops.

The visions converge:

his eye is glazed .

Waves surge in the dying sun

like the surging past.

He plunges into the river to catch

those ripples of former splendor

but the river flows on , and suddenly

the blood vessels burst in his eyes .

A stupendous bellowing splits the chill sky

like a thunderbolt

shaking the forest to its roots

blasting to pieces all the planets in the universe.

translated by N. N. Bich

The rippling waves on the long river

Bring sorrow , fold upon fold .

The drifting boat leaves parallel wakes,

The bark goes downstream ,

The waters flow upward ,

Calling out melancholy thoughts :

How far will a dry piece of brushwood drift ?

Solitary winds blow on sparsely - covered hills

Carrying bustling noises from a distant village

As its market is about to close .

The sun slashes down and the sky reaches far up .

Long river, vast sky, deserted banks

Where are these duckweeds floating, string after

string ?

There is not a single ferry boat in this immensity

Or a bridge to recall familiar sights.

Green banks follow upon sandy shores.

The clouds pile on the silvery mountain top,

A bird inclines its wings, bringing evening down

in its flight,

As the waves stir memories of home.

No wisp of smoke is seen in this dusk ,

Yet I still yearn for my land.

translated by N. N. Bich

CHE LAN VIEN (1920- ).

The War Elephant

Suddenly the birds are mute, the afternoon sun inert;

red leaves stick to their twigs, and the brook

stifies its foamy breath to glide

silent through the terror of the trees.

Whose tread on the bloodsmeared forest carpet

sent such a shudder through the woods ?

Now a dead hush presses the crimson ground,

now the earth seems to pitch with sorrow .

Poetry in the North

Any book on contemporary poetry in North Vietnam

would be incomplete without some excerpts from the

writings of Ho Chi Minh, who set the style for countless

" poets " and " writers " in the Democratic Republic of

(North ) Vietnam .

As the following verses will show , most poetry

written in North Vietnam these days read much like

propaganda tracks.

HO CHI MINH

The Flute of the Fellow -prisoner

Suddenly a fute sounds a nostalgic note:

Sadly the music rises, its tune is close to sobbing:
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Now it's June :

a letter from home...

Ah, Luom !

Poor child !

Over a thousand miles, across mountains and rivers,

Journey's an aching grief . We seem to see a woman

Climbing a far off tower to watch for someone's

return.

On the Road

Although they have tightly bound my arms and legs,

All over the mountain I hear the songs of birds,

And the forest is filled with the perfume of spring

flowers.

Who can prevent me from freely enjoying these,

Which take from the long journey a little of its

loneliness ?

Sadness

The whole world is ablaze with flames of war,

And men compete as to who will be first at the front.

In jail inaction weighs heavily on the prisoner.

My noble ambitions are valued at less than a cent !

One day

like so many others

my little comrade

message in hand

rushed across the front

under flying bullets.

URGENT said the envelope. He ran ,

forgetting the danger.

The deserted road wound

through ripening ricefields.

Only his cap was visible

above the stalks.

Evening Scene

The rose at evening blossoms, and then it fades

away.

Its opening and its withering continue all unnoticed,

But the fragrance of the rose floats into the depths

of the prison ,

Telling the inmates there of life's injustice and

sorrow .

Sleepless Nights

Through the endless nights, when sleep refuses to

come,

I write more than hundred poems on prison life.

At the end of each quatrain, I put down my brush ,

And through the prison bars look up at the free sky.

A red flash :

Ah, poor Luom !

The little comrade

was a jet of blood .

You lay on the rice

one hand grasping the ears

of the milk - scented plants,

your soul rising.

My little Luom , where are you?

Such a tiny fellow

with a neat sack

two lithe feet

and the head upright.

His cap askew

he whistled away

like a warbler

a golden path .

translated by N. N. Bich

TO HUU (1920 )

Little Luom

on

TE HANH (1921 )

Home

Hue was drenched in blood

when I came back from Hanoi 1

and ran into my nephew

on Raft Street.

A tiny fellow

with a neat sack

two lithe feet

and the head upright.

His cap askew

he whistled away

like a warbler

on a golden path .

So exciting , Uncle,

I'm in the liaison now !

Mang Ca Fort

is much better than home!

Seven years we've been away,

and my son just turned four.

They ask him : Are you from Hanoi ?

He snaps back : No, I'm from the South !

He's never seen the South , but his young heart

still loves, desires, expects to return .

How can the enemy succeed in slitting off

the arteries where, for a thousand years,

blood has flowed freely ?

translated by N. N. Bich

The River Back Home

He grinned

his cheeks ablaze

Goodbye now, comrade!

At home we had a blue river,

limpid waters reflecting bamboo .

My mind was a summer afternoon

as sunlight glittered over the surface.

I wonder if waters keep track of time,

if memories remain in your flowing streams,

o river that has bathed my whole life !

1

then went on his way.

He went on his way

and I moved North.

1. Hue is an important coastal center in the Northernmost
part of South Vietnam. Hanoi is the capital of North Vietnam.

To Huu, the author of this poem, is usually considered the

North Vietnamese Poet Laureate.
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For you my love is still fresh ,

for you , river of my land , river of youth ,

river of our beloved South !

You would be going downtown, smoking ,

sending postcards home.

Birds chattered in the bamboo hedge,

fish leaped through the air

as we, in bands of seven or five,

young birds , swam in the stream .

I spread my arms to embrace the water ,

The river opened and gathered me in .

We grew up, each went his own way :

some were fishing all the day,

others plowing in sun and rain .

I took up a gun to fight far from home,

but still my mind like a squall , a storm

rushed back to the river it loved ,

the image of a girl with ruddy cheeks .

I fill the bowl with new rice

look at the pair of chopsticks and your son ,

just fallen asleep .

A wonderful child , peaceful as a pebble,

he is half-a -year old now but still has no name.

This is your anniversary

Suddenly your wife holds her head and cries-

" He died in his spring ! "

I fill a bowl with new rice

and sit , noticing the signs of autumn ,

the fallen leaves...

The child in the cradle smiles at me

I place the ebony chopsticks

chase the flies away

and wipe the streaming tears .

translated by N. N. Bich

LÊ THANH XUÂN

Now the North has made me its son ,

but in my heart I still hear the whisper,

the two sacred words--- South Vietnam ."

Who can console me for the loss

of that yellow sun , that emerald sky ?

I even miss people I never knew...

Sometimes, under trees in the afternoon ,

I'll be suddenly overwhelmed

by the image of a cool, fresh river

that flows on, bathing me in its spray .

A Schoolboy's Apology

Native land ! my mind is also a river :

love between North and South runs in one stream ,

a stream no rapids or falls can stop .

I will go back to the land of my dream ,

I will go back to the river of my land ,

I will go back to the river of love.

translated by N. N. Bich

If sometimes I fall asleep in a lecture

or shout and scream as if alone

please forgive me please don't be angry

for I have no place to play .

I'm growing up I want to be a sailor

I'm wishing for a giant arena a stream

I fell like yelling my life is beginning

every minute I want to hold tight to my dreams

but the fires of war have shrivelled my joys

at every step I see guns turned on me

at every word I hear the crash of steel

not believing not understanding I only stare .

Poetry in Free Vietnam

Literary creation in the non-Communist part of

Vietnam can be said to be far richer than what has

been recorded in the North-in both form and contents .

In this small anthology , mention has been inten

tionally made of poetry written by very young poets ,

all of them born in the nineteen - forties .

The slaughter goes on and on .

Blood and bones and hatred all stained red .

People running from the front

cheating lying stabbing others in the back.

MINH DUNG

A Mother's Evening Meditation

Some of my friends have fallen .

No one knew no one cried , they were dewdrops ,

that's all .

My home village burnt to the ground

the way back cut off, “ partitioned ... "

Grown up I find myself forsaken

father and mother gone friends suspicious

no place to rest no one to depend on

all alone no end to my yearnings.

I fill a bowl with new rice

place ebony chopsticks at the side

chase the Aies away

and often I see your face as it looked

the last time you came home.

Today the fields looked ripe ,

the empty train came back

spouting black smoke above warm grass .

i fill this bowl to the edge, place ebony

chopsticks at the side and chase

the flies away. Today is the end

of the month , you would be getting paid today

if you were alive .

Only in school do I know I'm still young

still free to breathe the friendly air

it's small but let me keep it please

in this world gone to madness .

If sometimes I fall asleep in a lecture

or shout and scream as if alone

please forgive me please don't be angry

for I have no place to play

translated by N. N. Bich
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TU KE TUONG

The Love Story of Leaves

As summer unfurls the snails

begin to roll their tiny bodies back into the shell ;

that too is the season the fishing boats come back

blowing their horns to signal the day's end .

Greetings also would sing affectionate to her ears.

At night she rests her head on her wasted arm .

She intended to write him a letter .

but watches him, instead , behind closed eyes,

seeing him high in the wooded mountains, happy

to display the letter to his friends .

She would not forget to write that she is pregnant

and hopes it will be a plump, strong baby in his

image.

If it is a girl she will name her Barbed Wire.

If it is a boy she will call him Bomb Mine or

Grenade,

so as not to forget, never to forget

that he is fighting for the land

twenty years of war added to twenty years of

suffering.

In the morning she its unsteady by the tall pavilion

and listens to the schoolbells

and strokes the flowers that just blossom at the tip

of each of her fingers, like beaded blood,

dew-spattered , but with tears .

In the evening she lies all curled up

in the weary manner of the black cat

the black cat but with a withered skin the red tile

roof

the pealing bells the pealing pealing bells

alone like a mountain winding like a river entangled

like the jungle

and knows, and knows she will never reflect herself

again in silver water

for the simple of reason that he has become eternal

like the rocks.

translated by N. N. Bich and Robin Morgan

ten years of separation

the way back sliced by a frontier of hatred .

I want to bury the past

to burn the future

still I yearn

still I fear

those endless nights

waiting for dawn.

Brother,

how is Hang Dao now ?

How is Ngoc Son temple?

Do the trains still run

each day from Hanoi

to the neighboring towns?

To Bac-ninh , Cam-giang , Yen-bai ,

the small villages , islands

of brown thatch in a lush green sea ?

The girls

bright eyes

ruddy cheeks

four - piece dresses

raven-bill scarves

sowing harvesting

spinning weaving

all year round,

the boys,

plowing

transplanting

in the fields

in their shops

running across

the meadow at evening

to fly kites

and sing alternating songs.

Stainless blue sky ,

jubilant voices of children

stumbling through the alphabet,

village graybeards strolling to the temple,

grandmothers basking in twilight sun ,

chewing betel leaves

while the children run

Reaction to Conflict

Having spent most of their lives in war, most con

temporary Vietnamese poets , of course, could hardly fail

to notice it . The following three subdivisions of this part

reserved for the poet's reaction to a quarter of a century

of unrelented strife have been picked up from the works

of three authors. The first, a lady , was born in the

thirties and can be said to know something of life in

North and South Vietnam. The second was born in the

forties and while trying to reject the two conflicting

ideologies wants to simply be a Vietnamese. And the

third is an unidentified soldier of the North Vietnamese

expeditionary force in the South , whose simple-mind

edness and inability to understand the complexities of

contemporary politics was translated into a superb poem .

Brother ,

how is all that now?

Or is it obsolete ?

Are you like me,

reliving the past ,

imagining the future ?

Do you count me as a friend

or am I the enemy in your eyes ?

Brother, I am afraid

that one day I'll be with the March -North Army

meeting you on your way to the South.

I might be the one to shoot you then

or you me

but please

not with hatred .

NGUYEN THỊ VINH

Thoughts of Hanoi

The night is deep and chill

as in early autumn. Pitchblack ,

it thickens after each lightning flash .

I dream of Hanoi :

Co - ngu Road

For don't you remember how it was,

you and I in school together,
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plotting our lives together ?

Those roots go deep !

Brother, we are men,

conscious of more

than material needs.

How can this happen to us

my friend

my foe ?

translated by N. N. Bich

TRU VỰ

Who Am I?

I am neither a communist

nor a nationalist :

I am a Vietnamese.

Is it not enough ?

For thousands of years

that's what I've been :

don't you think that's enough ?

And Vietnam in flames

and mother who weeps

and youngsters who suffer

and all the terminology we use to kill each other !

O river

we stand on our respective banks

our fallen tears mingling.

translated by N. N. Bich

The blue smoke drifting lazily in the breeze,

The lovely pumpkin plants spreading their luxuriant

green leaves.

The small butterfly fluttering happily about,

The curved roof of the village templeso old and

proud.

Oh! How much I wish to be there to smell and

touch and see

The thousand little things that mean so much to me!

And now, here I am, in the South , land of our dream

and our aim,

Where to me people's faces are unfamiliar and things

do not look the same,

Yet, it is our country,

For here also grows the coconut tree ,

Here also the roads smell sweetly

Of ripe golden paddy,

Here, too, at dusk , the sniffing buffalo slowly treads

his dusty way home

While his little master plays a plaintive tune

On his bamboo flute,

The way our boys at home also do .

That, then, is liberation 4 ?

I searched my mind for reasons— fiercely and with

desperation.

But round me, what do I hear and see?

Markets crowded and merry, ricefields vast and

green like the sea,

The sounds of bells from the nearby pagoda carrying

the worshipper's message,

Singing children filling the schools with their voices

loud and happy,

And, in the cabbage field, atop the golden flowers,

Little butterflies murmuring in each other's ear :

“Drink , dear, drink of the sweet nectar ! "

From one end to the other of the village, life flowing

ANONYMOUS 2

Letter to Mother

Mother, sweet and dear,

You remember that morning bright and clear,

When I bid you farewell, without sorrow ,

Outside the gate of our little house ?

I was moved but so proud.

With my comrades I walked through Laos.

And, then , day after day, ever deeper into the South ,

Through jungles green and deep ,

Scorched by the sun on the sand along the sea ,

Drenched by the rains pouring down the forests

through the trees,

It was hard, but what did it matter ?

We were young, our life was like a blooming flower.

For peace we were fighting,

For peace we accepted suffering.

Day after day, month after month, we marched ,

Our stomachs were empty, our throats parched ,

Our feet were wet, our shoulders cold,

Against rocks and thorns neither shoes nor shirts

could hold.

Beloved and respected mother,

When dusk falls and I have nothing other

Than the complete silence of the Truong-son 3 for

rich and full .

Why, then , burn and destroy ? Why was I ordered

to pull

The trigger that would make of a happy child an

orphan and his mother a widow ?

There were times when my hands shook like a

willow

On laying the mine that would spill

The blood of people like you and me, our kin,

There were nights when my face was wet with

streaming tears,

When I twisted and turned on my couch , haunted

by a thousand nightmares...

translated by T. T. Thien

2. The poem, entitled “Letter to Mother," was found

during the Battle of Duc Co in the Central Highland in the

second half of 1965 among the poor belongings of an uni

dentified North Vietnamese soldier. It was addressed to his

mother, Madame Tran Thi Phan of Hai-duong province in

North Vietnam. The young soldier died in that battle. Duc Co

will be remembered as one of the first big battles fought by

U.S. troops in Vietnam. Prior to this, the Vietnam war has

been a purely Vietnamese affair involving on one hand the

South Vietnamese and on the other hand, the Viet Cong from

both North and South Vietnam.

3. Truong-son , literally “ ong mountain,” is the Vietnamese

name for what is commonly known as the Annamese Chain .

4. It has always been Hanoi's theory that the Viet Cong

insurgency seeks national liberation of South Vietnam from

U.S. neocolonialism and its henchmen. It is evidently clear

that the young North Vietnamese author expected to find

oppression and exploitation in the South .

company,

Then , before my eyes , floats the image of our village

and family :
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SAIGON BOOSTS ITS HOTELS

Saigon's accommodation capacity

for tourists will double by the end

of 1975, if current hotel projects

go ahead as planned .

Under construction or in the

final planning stages are projects

for between 1,000 and 1,500 rooms

in the Saigon area itself.

At present, the Commission for

Tourism lists 14 hotels offering a

total of 1,194 of sufficient standard

for tourists .

Restaurants

At the end of last year, a new

first class hotel, the Mandarin, op

ened for business. Owned by Pana

sia Group, the hotel is on the main

road between Saigon and Cholon ,

about 5 kilometers from the air

port.

The rooms, which will havewall

to -wall carpeting fridge, stereo

system and central air -condition

ing, will be priced at about US$ 15

for singles , $17 for doubles and

$40 for suites.

Other facilities will include a

coffee house seating about 150, a

Japanese restaurant with capacity

for about 200 , a Vietnamese res

taurant nightclub for about 150 , a

conference room for 20 , sauna club,

and a travel agency.

Meanwhile, the site for the plan

ned Hyatt Saigon is being cleared

and it is understood that building

will commence early this year.

Hilton International with the

cooperation of the government is

still earnestly looking for a suita

ble site to build its hotel in Saigon.

A multinational project for a

400 -room hotel in Saigon is being

developed by Denis Frères, a

partnership of Hong Kong, Viet

namese, Taiwan and British in

terests .

Another four projects for 300

room hotels have been approved

and are underway.

These are mostly in Saigon area

itself and have Vietnamese partici

pation as joint ventures.

Of the 14 hotels listed by

the Commission of Tourism for

tourists,, only the Caravelle, Em

bassy, Majestic and Palace hotels

have been specified by two stars

as being the better hotels in town .

The Palace Hotel is indicated

by local operators as the best,

with complete facilities including

a swimming pool, bar, nightclub

restaurant and central aircondi.

tioning

However the hotel is presently

permanently occupied by the ICCS

and only an average of ten rooms

is available daily. Room rates are

US$16.80 for single and $18.72 for

doubles.

Another two- star hotel, the Ma

jestic , is old , prewar colonial type,

about 40 years old . The hotel is

undergoing renovation at the mo

ment in stages.

When completed, according to

the plans drawn up, the gov

ernment -owned and administered

hotel probably will be the best in

town.

CONTINENTAL PALACE HOTEL

132, Tu - Do Street · Saigon

.

Phone : 22.520 . 90.155 - 90.157

Cable Address : CONTINENT

P. O. Box : 140 SAIGON

IDEALLY SITUATED IN THE CENTER OF SAIGON.

- SPACIOUS AIR -CONDITIONED ROOMS.

FAMOUS CAFE BAR) FOR RELAXING OVER DRINKS IN THE EVENING AND

A FAVORITE SPOT FOR REFRESHING.

«LOTUS GARDEN) FOR ITS CHARMING SOLITUDE IN THE SHADOWS OF

FRAGRANT TREES AND ITS DELIGHTFUL PAILLOTE , REMINDER OF THE

«MOL COUNTRY'S VILLAGES .

LARGE BANQUET ROOM FOR CONFERENCES , COCKTAILS, ANNIVERSARIES,

BIRTHDAY PARTIES , WEDDINGS , RECEPTIONS AND OTHER IMPORTANT

FUNCTIONS.

>

THE ONLY «CONTINENTAL RESTAURANT, WITH CLASSICAL REFINED «FRENCH

CUISINE, AND TERRACE OVERLOOKING TU DO STREET.

THE «DOLCE VITA» WITH ITS ITALIAN SPECIALTIES SERVED IN MEDITER

RANEAN CAFE , UNIQUE IN SAIGON .
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Publications of the VCFR

(Continued from page 2)

>

>

Nguyen Anh Tuan , The Financial Situation in

Vietnam , Ref . 913 E, 1969 , 11 pp.

Nguyen Dinh Hoa , Education in Vietnam *, Ref.

7019 E , 1971 , 43 pp.

Nguyen Hai Binh , Vietnam's Export Markets,

Ref. 7206 E, 1972, 12 pp.

Dr. Nguyen Kien Ngoc , Public Health in Viet

nam , Ref. 915 E, 1969 , 8 pp.

Nguyen Khac Kham , An Introduction to Viet

namese Culture, Ref. 7001 E , 3rd edition ,

1972 , 64 pp, US$ 1.50 .

Nguyen Khac Kham , Celebrations of Rice Culti

vation in Vietnam, Ref. 7018 E, 1970 , 31 pp .

Nguyen Ngoc Bich , translated by, Vietnamese

Architecture, Ref. 917 E, 1970 , 24 pp .

Nguyen Ngoc Bich , Backtracking on Socialism,

Ref. 7103 E , 1971 , 32 pp.

Nguyen Ngoc Huy, Political Parties in Vietnam,

Ref. 7101 E, 1971 , 16 pp.

Nguyen Ngoc Linh, edited by , The Armed

Forces of the Republic of Vietnam * , Ref.

919 E, 1969 , 18 pp.

Nguyen Ngoc Linh , edited by, The Working

Man in Vietnam , Ref . 7017 E, 1970 , 24 pp .

Nguyen Ngoc Phach , Introduction by, The New

Vietnam Press Law, Ref. 7005 E, 1970 , 29 pp.

Nguyen Ngoc Phach, The Vietnamese Land

Reform Law, Ref. 7012 E, 1970 , 14 pp.

Nguyen Quang Nhạc & Nguyen Nang Dạc,

Vietnamese Architecture, Ref. 917 E , 1970 ,

O'Neill , Frank G. , The Legal System of Vietnam ,

Ref. 920 E , 1969, 7 pp.

Okinori , Kaya, What I Think of the Vietnam

War, Ref. 93 E, 1969 , 12 pp .

Political Parties and Political Opposition in Viet

nam , Ref. 918 E, 1969 , 18 pp.

Postwar Development of Vietnam: A Summary

Report of the Joint Development Group ,

Ref. 916 E, 2nd edition , 1972 , 71 pp , US $ 1.50 .

Pham Kim Ngoc , Economic Independence for

Vietnam , Ref. 7003 E , 1970 , 8 pp.

Pham Van Dong, War Veterans, Invalids,

Widows and Orphans in Vietnam, Ref.

7002 E, 1970 , 7 pp.

Phung Thi Hanh , South Vietnam's Women in

Uniform , Ref. 7010 E , 1970 , 18 pp.

Senga, Tetsuya, Reconstruction and Develop

ment of the Vietnamese Economy, Ref.

914 E , 1969, 14 pp.

Tang Thị Thanh Trai, Ta Van Tai, Sesto E.

Vecchi & Leonard Chinitz , Doing Business

in Vietnam , 2nd (revised ) edition , Ref.

7011 E, 1974, 141 pp, US$5.00 .

Ton That Thien, A Few Thoughts on the Prob

lems of the Reconstruction of Vietnamese

Society , or Science, Traditions and the

Social Reconstruction of Vietnam , Ref. 81 E,

1968, 33 pp.

The Income Tax Law , Ref. 7301 E, 1973 , 58 pp ,

US$1.00 .

The New Investment Law , Ref . 7203 E, 1972 ,

4 pp , US$.30.

Tran Chanh Thanh , Vietnam's Foreign Policy

and the Consolidation of Legitimacy , Ref.

85 E, 1968, 14 pp.

Tran Chanh Thanh, From Geneva ^54 to Paris

'69 : Have Words Lost All Their Meanings ?

Ref. 96 E, 1969, 8 pp.

Tran Duc Thanh Phong, Handicrafts in Vietnam,

Ref. 7006 E, 1970 , 32 pp.

Tran Duc Thanh Phong, Textile Industry in

Vietnam, Ref. 7016 E , 1970 , 24 pp.

Tran Quang Minh , Agricultural Development

in Vietnam , Ref. 7015 E, 1970 , 24 pp .

Tran Van Lam, The Peacemakers, Ref. 923 E,

1969, 14 pp.

Tran Van Lam , A Year of Patience and Good

will . Ref. 7007 E, 1970 , 7 pp .

24 pp .

Nguyen Van Hao, The Agricultural Develop

ment Bank in Vietnam , Ref. 95 E, 2nd

edition , 1972 , 8 pp.

Nguyen Van Tuoi, Communist Strategy : Lessons

from Experience, Ref. 84 E , 1968, 12 pp.

Nguyen Van Tuoi , South Vietnam and the Na

tional Liberation Front - An Assessment,

Ref. 94 E, 2nd edition , 1970 , 8 pp.

Nguyen Xuan Oanh , Vietnam: Post-War Eco

nomic Policy , 86 E, 1968 , 10 pp .

Nguyen Xuan Oanh, The Paris Peace Talks :

Collective Security in South-East Asia -Eco

nomic Development and Japan, Ref. 97 E,

1969, 14 pp.

• Second (revised ) edition in preparation .
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PUBLICATIONS IN FRENCH

Ho Van Cham, Le Programme du Chieu Hoi au

Vietnam, Ref. 7009 F, 1972 , 26 pp .

Hoang Co Thuy, Des Formes du Droit Interna

tional Public pour la Cessation des Hostilités

au Vietnam Par des Moyens Pacifiques, Ref.

82 F, 1968, 14 pp.

La Constitution de la République du Vietnam ,

Ref. 910 F, 1970 , 39 pp, US$.35 .

La Loi sur l'Investissement au Vietnam , Ref.

7203 F, 1972 , 6 pp, US$.30.

Nguyen Dinh Cat, Comment les Vietnamiens

Boivent... Selon la Littérature Populaire,

Ref. 7201 F, 1972 , 16 pp.

Nguyen Nang Dac & Nguyen Phung, La Musi

que Viet Traditionnelle, Ref. 7004 F, 1970,

Tran Chanh Thanh, La Politique Etrangère du

Vietnam et la Consolidation de la Légiti

mité, Ref. 85 F, 1968, 14 pp .

Tran Van Lam , Les Artisans de la Paix , Ref.

923 F, 1969 , 14 pp.

Tran Van Lam, Pour le Maintien de la Paix In

ternationale, Ref. 99 F, 1969, 9 pp.

Une Initiation au Vietnam , Ref. No. 911 F, 1970 ,

63 pp, US$1.50.

PUBLICATIONS IN SPANISH

9

22 pp.

Nguyen Khac Kham, Une Initiation à la Culture

Vietnamienne, Ref. 7001 F, 1972 , 64 pp,

US$1.50 .

Nguyen Ngoc Huy, Les Partis Politiques au

Vietnam, Ref. 7101 F, 1971 , 18 pp .

Nguyen Ngoc Phach, Introduction par, Le Nou

veau Code de la Presse, Ref. 7005 F, 1970,

Constitución de la Republica de Vietnam , Ref.

910 S, 1970, 39 pp, US$.35 .

El Desarrollo de la Posguerra en Vietnam , Ref.

916 S, 1970, 76 pp, US$1.50.

Introducción a Vietnam , Ref. 911 S, 1970, 71 pp ,

US$1.50.

Kaya, Okinori , Mis Ideas Sobre la Guerra en

Vietnam , Ref. 93 S, 1970, 12 pp .

Nguyen Ngoc Phach, Introducción por, La Nueva

Ley de Prensa en Vietnam , Ref. 7005 S,

1970, 34 pp.

Nguyen Ngoc Phach , Introducción por, Ley de

Reforma Agraria de Vietnam , Ref. 7012 S,

1970, 16 pp.

Nguyen Van Tuoi, Vietnam Del Sur y El Frente

de Liberación Nacional : Una Evaluación,

Ref. 94 S, 1970, 8 pp .

29 pp .

Nguyen Ngoc Phach, Introduction par, La Ré

forme Agraire au Vietnam, Ref. 7012 F, 1970,

17 pp .

PERIODICALS

Nguyen Phuong Thiep , Perspectives d'une Dé

mocratie de l’Elite, Ref. 83 F, 1968 , 34 pp.

Nguyen Quang Nhac & Nguyen Nang Dac,

L'Architecture Vietnamienne, Ref. 917 F,

1969, 18 pp.

Nguyen Van Tuoi , La Stratégie Communiste :

Les Leçons de l'Expérience, Ref. 84 F , 1968,

Vietnam Magazine, monthly publication, US$

12.00 per annum .

Vietnam Report, fortnightly publication, US$

27.00 per annum .

12 pp .

Note : All publications of the Vietnam Council are for sale

at US $0.50 post-paid per copy unless otherwise specified.

Special discount for bulk orders.

Nguyen Van Tuoi, Le Sud Vietnam et le Front

de Libération Nationale : Tableau Compa

ratif, Ref. 94 F, 2e édition 1970, 9 pp .

Nguyen Xuan Oanh, Vietnam: Politique Econo

mique d'Après-Guerre, Ref. 87 F, 1968, ADVERTISING RATES

14 pp.

Phan Quang Dan, L'Indochine à l'Ordre du

Jour, Ref. 7014 F, 1970, 15 pp.

Schmieder, Maurice, Vietnam : Deux Mille Ans

de Culture, Mille Ans d’Occupation, Ref.

7022 F, 1970 , 12 pp.

Ton That Thien, Quelques Réflexions sur le Pro

blème de la Reconstruction de la Société

Vietnamienne, ou Science, Traditions et la

Reconstruction Sociale du Vietnam, Ref.

81 F, 1968, 28 pp .

in Vietnam Magazine, monthly review published

in English (25.000 copies ).

Outside cover (color) US $500

400
Outside cover ( black and white )

350Inside cover

Inside : full page 275

1501/2 page

1/3 page 100

801/4 page

Yearly contract ( 12 issues ) = rebate of 25% .
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You have heard about Saigon !

Now come visit us.

You'll be pleasantly surprised !

For information write to :

The Director Tourism Department,

Asian American Transportation,

Post Office Box 2431,

Saigon, Vietnam.

SUBSCRIPTION FORM - VIETNAM MAGAZINE

The Vietnam Council on Foreign Relations

( Hiệp-Hội Việt-Nam Phát-Triển Bang-Giao Quốc-Tế )

P. O. Box 932

Saigon, Republic of Vietnam

Enclosed herewith is payment of US$ 12.00 for a one-year subscription to

Vietnam Magazine.

Name ( please print) Signature

Complete address Date
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Whoelse flies 747s from

Hong Kong, Taiwan ,Manila

and Tokyo direct

to the U.S.A. ?

NORTHWEST

ORIENT

V vOnly

Northwest.

Nobody else.
Meet us in any of these four cities and a Northwest 747 will fly you direct to Seattle , Tacoma ,

Chicago and New York ... and from Tokyo to Honolulu , San Francisco , Los Angeles and

Minneapolis /St. Paul .

Northwest flies 7478 to the U.S.A. three times every day from Tokyo, every day except Wednesday

and Saturday from Hong Kong, every Monday , Wednesday , Friday and Saturday from Taiwan and

every Saturday from Manila .

That's more 747s than any other airline... a new dimension in air travel . And , with private

stereo , wide screen movies and magnificent food and beverages ... a new dimension in

service .

For immediate reservations call your travel agent or Northwest Orient at 22 Nguyen Hue

Boulevard Saigon , South Vietnam . Phone 91.507 / 98.493 . c
* $2.50 charge on transpacific flights

NORTH-WEST ORIENT 747
Flying to twice as many U.S. cities

VET P3P 2 B



Everyday

TWAflies to
NEW YORK

WASHINGTON

CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES

Andonly TWAgives you

AmbassadorService
That means you get the Twin Seat

in Economy, so if nobody's sitting next

to you , you can fold down the middle

seat and sit 2 across instead of 3 across.

You get a choice of 3 International

meals in Economy, and 5 in First Class.

Everything from U -Kor-Kai-Ting to

Roast Tenderloin of Beef. You get a

choice of 2 current moviest on all movie

flights. And 8 channels of audio.

Our daily flights to America

are conveniently scheduled for you.

Call your Travel Agent or TWA

for details.

TWAis whattravel should be

toAmerica.
*Service mark owned exclusively by TWA.

+ Choice of movies on every movie flight. Internationalagreements require us to make a nominal charge for inflight

entertainment. Movies by InflightMotion Pictures, Inc.

Call your travel agent or Trans World Airlines Inc., Mekong Express 16 Duong Tu Do. Tel : 24452 Saigon S. Vietnam . 06018
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